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life. If you own a Jeep Wrangler and experiencing intermittent starting or no crank at all then
this article is for you. Possible issues could be a bad starter or solenoid. Are you getting fuel
supplied? Perhaps a loose earth connection or electrical corrosion on the battery terminals? We
will discuss all these and more in this article, and explain in detail how to troubleshoot each.
But how do we isolate which component it actually is? The last thing you want to do is run out
and spend a load of money on a replacement battery, only to find out it was just a loose earth
strap connection in the end. Not cool! So, let us see what tests we can carry out to determine
which component is faulty and what needs replacement. The first thing we want to determine is
the age of your battery. Many people seem to forget that car batteries only last about years
nowadays, after which you can expect it to die at any time. Usually, there is some sort of
inscription or date stamp on the battery which indicates its age or purchase date. So checking
battery age is critical. Next, you want to determine if the battery is fully charged and if it can still
handle the required cranking load. How do we do that? Well, the most effective is to hook up a
voltmeter and take a reading under the load setting. The first starting point when diagnosing a
dead battery is to verify your battery has the correct voltage. Incorrect or low power to the
starter will not start your Jeep. If your battery is reading less than a 75 percent charge it needs
to be recharged or replaced if it has expired. Battery voltage readings drop with ambient
temperatures. A rough guide is 0. If the engine is turning over but not starting your problem lays
elsewhere. Starters usually last many years and can endure thousands of starts, however, if
your Jeep has been regularly exposed to rivers or beach water, mud, and other moist or dusty
conditions, it could drastically reduce the lifespan of your electrical components. Typical
symptoms of a bad starter is, it has no cranking functionality and just a clicking sound. The
clicking sound you hear is the solenoid trying to engage the starter. The starter gears and
spindle could be jammed up inside or worse case, the wire cores could be burned out
completely. Make sure you have sufficient ground contact and the earth strap is still in good
condition. You might even have to install a second earth ground cable if need be. Have a look at
this quick video where Matt shows us how to repair a broken or corroded ground wire on a Jeep
Wrangler. A good way to test your ground is by means of your volt meter. You do this by
placing the positive point on the positive battery post, and the negative lead on a clean metal
surface on the starter body, or the solenoid mounted on it. Make sure the metal surface is clean
and free of any grease or oil on the starter will suffice. Ensure the voltage reading you get at
rest is the same as the battery reading at rest. Many Wrangler owners have reported faulty
ignition switches. The key is stuck in the ignition start position, unbeknown to the driver. This
results in the starter constantly engaging and eventually burning out. If you are unaware of the
strange sound it makes, it can go undetected and the starter will eventually fail. Inspect the
ignition switch actuator pin. Jeep has had many issues with these parts as far as recalls go. To
diagnose, you first need to determine if the problem is electrical or fuel related. If you have
determined that fuel is being supplied all the way to the injectors then your next option is to
inspect for electrical spark. Make sure you are getting a good strong spark to all your plugs. The
spindle or drive inside the starter is possibly damaged. It is also possible but unlikely under
normal circumstances that your driveshaft is snapped, or the planetary track in the starter is
worn, in which case a new starter is in order. Many reports of jeep Wranglers suddenly not
starting at random intervals. Owners would stop to fill up at a gas station only to be stranded

with a non-starting Jeep. All of the lights turn on and the radio works. But no engine sound. No
prior warnings signs either. Many reports indicate the battery and starters are all new or have
been recently replaced, ruling those options out. The vehicle would randomly just start again,
sometimes after about an hour. What could possibly be the cause? In this instance, it could be
the transmission temperature switch. This means your transmission is running over the
temperature limit. Hence, after sitting for about an hour it cools down and allows you to restart
again as if nothing was wrong. In this instance, you want to make sure your transmission fluid
is full, so check the fluid levels first and top-up if necessary. If the fluids are full, check your
cooling temperature sensor. If all else fails, another thing you can do is, try starting your Jeep
from the N neutral position. Turn the key enough to move from park to neutral. Hold your foot
on the brake while turning the key to start the ignition. Again, using a voltmeter with a load
function, make sure all your voltages are all correct. The solenoid could have enough power to
engage and feed current to the starter, but a loss of current in the ground cable or faulty battery
could be causing the starter to not crank properly. Always diagnose your starting with the easy
components first like your earth cable, corrosion around the battery terminals, and unsecured
battery connections. Next move to transmission fluid levels and sensors. If all of those are fine
inspect the ignition switch and battery health and then lastly move to the more expensive
components like the starter and battery replacement if necessary. Here we strive to provide the
most accurate, up-to-date, information about the functionality, common faults and latest
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motor, to see if it's the cause of the no crank condition on your Jeep, is not that hard. As a
matter-o'-fact, testing the starter motor, to see if it's good or bad, is something that you can do
at home. In this tutorial I'll show you how to do it in a step-by-step manner. You don't need to
remove the starter motor to test it. A discharged battery will cause you to reach the wrong
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vehicle, it will not crank the engine this is called a No Crank Condition in tech speak. In a No
Start Condition, the starter motor is cranking the engine, but the engine is not starting. The No
Start Condition is usually due to a lack of Spark think bad ignition coil or bad crank sensor , or a
Lack of Fuel think bad fuel pump. Knowing the difference between a No Crank and a No Start
condition will save you some diagnostic time. Although the above list is a not a very complete
list of symptoms, the theme that runs thru' them and any other related symptom, is that the
engine will not turn over when you try to start it. You don't need expensive test equipment to
test the starter motor on your Jeep vehicle but you do need a few things. These are:. As you can
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Catalog: B. Catalog: C. Catalog: H. Catalog: A. Useful articles fast to read and guides easy to
understand written by mechanics and car enthusiasts to turn your shopping experience with
CARiD into a pleasure. No matter what you drive, your vehicle needs the power to start and
perform reliably. And it's your starting and charging system that provides electrical energy and
regulates all electrical processes needed to crank your engine and run Swap out your worn-out
or malfunctioning part with this top-notch product from iD Select. Direct OEM replacement for
your malfunctioning part Made to deliver the ultimate in quality, reliability, and value. Rotation:
Clockwise. With Tooth Pinion Gear. Voltage: 12V. If your engine starts hard or fails to start, the
problem can be in the starter. And to replace your Will help you easily solve the problem with
engine starting Designed to duplicate the original part as closely as possible. With 6 Groove
Serpentine Pulley. With Internal Fan. Output Terminal: M6X1. Voltage Regulator: External. The
alternators by Remy provide significant fuel Boasts the lowest mass in the industry Provides
maximum fuel economy. Type: Permanent Magnet Gear Reduction. Rated Power: 1. As soon as
your starter motor fails, you can feel it right away. Well, if your OE quality at an affordable price
Direct replacement. Get professional installer Designed specifically for the high demands of
professional installers Select components and advanced manufacturing techniques provide
unparalleled performance and reliability. This superior product was elaborately designed and
meticulously manufactured to stringent industry standards to have the most precise OE
specifications. It fits and functions like Amp Hour Capacity: Battery Type: AGM. Battery Usage:
Starting and Deep-Cycle. Cold Cranking Amperage: Made to provide a steady power supply for
the long haul Designed to perform like your original OEM battery. Pulley Size: 57 mm. Using
strict specifications and Jeep Wrangler 2. Current: Amp. The alternator is one of the parts you
want to function properly, otherwise all the comforts given by the electronic Polarity: Straight.
Some batteries offer enormous cranking power. Others, deep cycle reserve And to replace your
malfunctioning starter, there is no need to search long, Reserve Capacity: Terminal Location:
Top Post. Max Amps 3,A CA Proudly Made in the USA Sealed absorbed glass mat AGM design
that incorporates special glass fiber mats that contain the acid electrolyte between the lead
plates, rather than a standard flooded liquid design. Get professional installer quality at Bosch
Professional Preferred Remanufactured Starters are built Thoroughly tested and backed by
competitive warranty coverage, Professional line The original DENSO gear-reduction starter is
an industry benchmark, so rugged and powerful that it is often adapted for racing use.
High-voltage tested armature and field coils to ensure reliable performance Premium copper
terminals to ensure a clean source of electrical current. With 6 Groove Pulley. Is the
performance of your vehicle affected by the power outage? It may be time to replace your old
Elaborately designed to provide just enough power Identical in specifications to the factory
alternator. Battery Usage: Starting. Resistance: 0. Enjoy the most powerful burst If your engine
starts hard or fails to start, Developed with modern technology and innovation Meticulously
tested for the ultimate in quality. Do you hear nothing but "click, click" when you turn the key?
Your vehicle is in need of engine electrical system Designed to deliver trouble-free, consistent
performance Right for your vehicle and lifestyle. Plug Position: O'Clock. Developed with
modern technology and innovation Meticulously Tested for the ultimate in quality. When it
comes to safety and reliability while driving, premium Nastra parts are what you need. Carefully
manufactured and thoroughly tested, they will cater to all your needs and offer the Only original
equipment type cores are used in the rebuilding process Made combining advanced
technologies with premium materials. Remanufactured starters meet or exceed OE standards
Voltage Regulator Jeep Wrangler 4. If your engine starts hard or fails to start, the problem can
be in the starter Ideal solution to keep your vehicle in top shape Crafted from premium-grade
materials and the latest technology. Carefully manufactured and thoroughly tested, they will
cater to all Direct Fit. And to replace your malfunctioning starter, there is no need to search
long, just opt The alternator is a key component of your Jeep's charging system. It's driven by
the crankshaft via a drive belt, recharging the battery once the vehicle is started and powering
the vehicle Voltage: 12V Comes in a Kit. Battery Terminal Made from Steel. Designed utilizing
the latest technology, this product features premium quality and will perform The starter is an
electric motor that turns the crankshaft when the engine is started. When the ignition key is
turned, power goes to the starter solenoid, causing the It fits and functions like the factory

Designed in compliance with rigorous factory standards High level of quality, ultimate reliability,
and solid value. This product is made of high-quality materials to serve you for years to come.
The perfect solution for a 6 - volt accessory that must be used with your 12 - volt electrical
system This top-grade product is expertly made in compliance with stringent industry
standards to offer a fusion of a well-balanced design and high level of craftsmanship.
Manufactured from Heavy Duty Ground Strap Braided - 14" long - to complete the installation.
Replace your worn-out or faulty component with this quality replacement from WVE. This
product is designed and tested to ensure the ultimate in durability and functionality. Made to
Excellent replacement for your worn-out factory part Designed to keep your vehicle running
reliably mile after mile. If you have issues with starting your vehicle and your battery is in good
working order, then the problem might be in battery cable components that are often
overlooked. The cables and New 7 Terminal Junction Box designed to offer a quick and
trouble-free method for connecting wires between the trailer and the towing vehicle Black ABS
plastic cover and base complete with 5 open rubber grommets, 5 closed rubber grommets, 7 No
threaded studs, and mounting hardware. If you have issues with starting your vehicle and your
battery is in good working order, then the problem might be in battery cables or components
that are often overlooked. The cables and components also Aimed to ensure your vehicle will
start first time back again Made to stringent OE standards for quality and safety. Want your
prized possession to look and perform the way it was designed to? Then top-of-the-line Mopar
automotive parts and accessories are for you. Made using the latest manufacturing When the
ignition key is turned, power goes to the starter solenoid, causing Made using the latest The
Jeep is the original high performance off-road machine, built to perform under the most
grueling conditions. But even though it's a capable machine right from the factory, This
premium product by United Pacific is meticulously designed and road tested to provide
passion-driven car enthusiasts with the ultimate blend of quality, style, performance, and value
Perfect solution for dedicated automotive enthusiasts Designed to help make your vehicle look
and perform at its best. Color: Black. Battery Jumper Terminals are used to make
easily-accessible battery connections, inside or outside the vehicle. They can be used
individually or in pairs Made of durable materials using reliable equipment, it is Developed to
guarantee the most reliable and firm mounting Precisely manufactured according to strict
factory specifications. QuickCar's newest and most advanced master disconnect switch has a
lightweight black anodized aluminum casing, black mounting plate, and removable red
epoxy-coated handle. The 3 stud design Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with
customers in mind. It will meet your needs and deliver great It will meet your needs and deliver
great quality at High quality at an affordable price Expertly made from premium materials.
Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product by Mean Green features premium quality
and will perform better than advertised. Perfect for your vehicle and lifestyle, it Current: A.
Pulley Type: With Serpentine Pulley. Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product by
Mechman Alternators XS Torque Starter 0. Compression Ratio: Get the ultimate in quality and
performance with second-to-none startin
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g and charging components Designed utilizing the latest technology, this product by Taylor
Cable features premium quality and will perform better than advertised. Perfect for your vehicle
and lifestyle, it is manufactured Braided alloy shielding resists high heat and abrasion Accents
braided linesand hoses. Next Prev 1 2 3 Next. Alternator Replacement Starter Replacement.
Bolted to an engine block and powered by a belt-driven pulley, an alternator is in motion
whenever the engine is running. By definition, an automotive battery is an electrochemical
device that stores and provides electrical energy on demand. Electrical energy is produced
inside the Starter motors and alternators have a tough job. Starter motors are high-torque
motors which must have the ability to turn over, or crank, an engine under varying Hybrids are
everywhere these days and can be defined as, "any vehicle combining two or more sources of
power which can directly or indirectly provide propulsion. Popular Searches.

